FBI REVOLT:
‘Director is a Dirty Cop’

Oct 14, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:

The American Spectator posted an article titled, “The FBI in open revolt against a deceitful director.” Their 3 leading paragraphs state:

James Comey presides over an FBI in revolt over his leadership, a former U.S. attorney tells The American Spectator, and pursues “paranoid, delusional, and vindictive” measures to prevent negative information leaking out to the public.

“I know that inside the FBI there is a revolt,” Joseph diGenova tells The American Spectator. “There is a revolt against the director. The people inside the bureau believe the director is a dirty cop. They believe that he threw the [Hillary Clinton email] case. They do not know what he was promised in return. But the people inside the bureau who were involved in the case and who knew about the case are talking to former FBI people expressing their disgust at the conduct of the director.”

The loss of faith in the bureau chief stems in part from a dishonest rendering of the decision not to indict Mrs. Clinton as unanimous rather than unilateral and in part from the bureau’s decision to destroy evidence in the case and grant blanket immunity to Clinton underlings for no possible prosecutorial purpose.


The American Resistance Party declares that every damn thug president since and including Abraham Lincoln has been either dirty or should have been impeached or prosecuted for their crimes. Chester Arthur (not a natural born citizen); (Iran-Contra), Reagan and Oliver North. Bill Clinton (treason, the Cox Report). Soetoro (illegal alien). The list is endless. No more letting these criminals just walk away when a new president is sworn in.
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